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Abstract
Although ddeploymentt of onshoree CO2 storagge will be crucial to reaach the EU’’s ambitiouss goal of ann
80% reducction in grreenhouse gas
g emissioons by 205
50, some sttakeholders are conceerned aboutt
potential rrisks if CCS is situateed on land near popu
ulated areas. The EU-ffunded, Ho
orizon 20200
project EN
NOS (ENablling Onshorre CO2 Storrage in Eurrope, grant agreement 653718) is addressingg
many of thhese concerrns about on
nshore storaage by dem
monstrating best practicces through
h pilot-scalee
projects annd field labooratories, in
ntegrating C
CO2 storagee in local ecconomic acttivities, and
d creating a
favourablee environm
ment throu
ugh publicc engagem
ment, know
wledge shharing and
d capacityy
building/training.
p
, ENOS is uusing sites where
w
naturral, geologiically produ
uced CO2 iss
As part of this work programme,
leaking to the surfacee, to test in
nnovative m
monitoring tools
t
and to
o better undderstand gass migrationn
pathways aand early warning
w
sign
ns that couldd be detected in the un
nexpected aand unlikely
y event thatt
CO2 leakagge were to occur. Thee advantagees of such sites
s
includee: a wide rrange of leaakage rates;;
different geological annd surface settings
s
(lithhology, stru
ucture, topography, leaakage style, vegetation,,
etc.); largee-scale processes; and constant
c
acccessibility. At least fou
ur of these nnatural leak
kage sites inn
central Itally will be ussed, includiing the welll-known Lattera calderaa (volcanicss), San Vitto
orino valleyy
(carbonate bedrock, sinkholes), Ailano (ccarbonate bedrock,
b
veery large lleakage vo
olumes, co-migration of CH4), and
a Fiumiciino (Tiber rriver fluviaal deposits). All sites eexhibit the leakage off
almost puure CO2 aloong bedrocck faults aand through
h cover sediments prrior to releease to thee
atmospheree.
Results froom recent ENOS
E
field
d campaignss at these sites will bee presented,, focusing on
o data andd
interpretatiion related to
t i) large area,
a
rapid lleakage map
pping and quantificatio
q
on tools; ii)) innovativee
methods too determinne the source of a CO
O2 anomaly
y; and iii) studies off fault- and
d sediment-controlled leakage exppression on
n surface. Addditional fu
unding for part
p of this w
work, from the Accesss
to Researcch Infrastrructures acttivity in thhe EU Ho
orizon 2020 Program
mme (ECCS
SEL Grantt
Agreementt 675206), is
i kindly ack
knowledgedd.
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Although soil gas and flux measurements are the most accurate way to determine surface leakage,
the fact that they require individual point measurements means that their mapping resolution is
limited by the number of samples that can be measured in a given time for a given budget. Other
methods have been developed to overcome these limitations, such as eddy covariance or remote
sensing, however they too can be limited by, for example, insufficient sensitivity, potential for false
positives, high data processing requirements, and high costs. To address this we have looked for a
compromise between speed, resolution, and sensitivity by developing mobile tools that measure
CO2 concentrations at or near the ground surface. Field testing of this mobile platform was
conducted at the Latera and Ailano sites, with the system consisting of two open path lasers (CO2
and CH4) measuring at a height of about 20 cm, a low-cost GasPro Mapper unit measuring CO2 at
the soil-atmosphere boundary layer, and a sonic anemometer measuring wind properties. Work first
involved detailed CO2 flux surveys to define the actual leakage conditions followed by walking the
mobile platform over leakage areas of different strengths, along profiles and grids, to assess
instrument response time and sensitivity. The laser system was found to have a very rapid response
time, little memory effect, and a stable background (making it highly sensitive), however it was
more strongly influenced by wind conditions and the system is relatively expensive and bulky. The
Mapper is much less costly and the measurement of gas directly within the boundary layer (which is
not influenced by wind) means that measured anomalies (and sensitivities) are higher, however
slower response times and memory effects causing tailing leave room for improvement. The results
show how such mobile methods could accurately locate a leak (in the unlikely event this were to
occur) in a fraction of the time that is usually required using normal point flux measurements, thus
making CCS sites safer.
Anomalous CO2 concentration or flux values in the near surface environment can potentially be
caused by biological or chemical processes in the soil itself, by leakage of natural, deep-origin
geogenic CO2, or potentially by the leakage of anthropogenic CO2 stored deep in the subsurface.
Clearly it is critical that the true origin of an anomaly is defined, both for safety and carbon credit
auditing purposes. In this regard CO2 isotopologue analyses were conducted on leaking gas samples
from Latera, San Vittorino and Ailano to see if this innovative method can be used to determine the
depth of origin (i.e., source) of the gas. This is because the formation temperature of CO2
determines the abundance of rare CO2 isotopologues (abundance of 13C and 18O bonds in CO2), with
temperature being controlled by the local geothermal gradient. Preliminary results are promising,
although the higher costs and longer analytical times means that this method would be used on a
limited number of ambiguous anomalous samples.
The style of leakage on the ground surface will have great influence on both the potential for impact
and risk, as well as the size and strength of a leakage target to be found with a given monitoring
technology. This is because if leakage is more diffuse the target will be larger but the anomalous
values (and impact) will be smaller, whereas the contrary would be true for more discrete spot
leakage of the same total amount of gas, as flux rates and concentrations would be higher but the
target much smaller. Work within ENOS at Latera and Ailano has used detailed soil gas and soil
sampling, isotopic analyses, and shallow geophysics to infer processes controlling movement in the
soil that controls the eventual footprint of leakage on the surface. Results highlight the complexity
of CO2 isotopes in the soil due to the combined effects of leakage, CO2 production in the root zone,
and diffusive fractionation. Whereas migration in the bedrock fault is primarily vertical along the
structural discontinuity, the local topography, hydrogeology, and shallow stratigraphy of the
sediments that bury a fault can potentially cause lateral movement away from the main leakage
pathway.
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